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Abstract

The objective of the present study was to explore and describe the influence of a proposal that returns to Problem Based Learning for the appli-
cation arithmetic principles in the solution of problems in sixth grade students of primary education. Eighty-six of sixth grade students participated 
with an average age of 11.0 years. The intervention strategy was carried out in nine sessions lasting approximately one hour each. The results in 
general, do not show statistically significant differences in the performance of the execution in the resolution of problems between pre-test and 
post-test conditions, however, it was observed through the students' report that they had experienced knowledge acquisition based on the content 
of the intervention.
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Introduction

Mathematical knowledge is a skill that is present from a very 
early age,1-3 develops according to chronological age and with 
school learning Berch4 defines mathematical knowledge as a set of 
skills such as awareness, intuition, recognitions, knowledge, experi-
ence, ability, desire, sensation, explanation, processing, conceptual 
structure and mental schemes of the number and its applications.

Within the educational context the pedagogical implications 
are on the development of mathematical skills are much more com-
plex than intuition to quantitative elements;4,5 In other words, it 
must be a way of thinking that involves and connects all aspects 
of mathematics teaching and learning, putting into practice differ-
ent constructivist strategies that involve paradigms related to the 
theoretical conception and the empirical findings reported so far4 
giving meaning and functionality to the knowledge that students 
will learn, an example of this is the resolution of contextualized 
arithmetic problems.

The academic problems that prevail in the Mexican educational 

system today are a function of teaching practices and various forms 
of studies that are put into practice in the space of cultural exchange 
called the classroom.

At all educational levels there is an overwhelming use of didac-
tic experiences focused on information transmission methods (e.g. 
exhibition, demonstration, use of visual aids such as slides) and the 
follow-up of routines in practical situations, in which the role that 
the students play is exclusively of receivers of information without 
the sufficient context (conceptual and social), nor the necessary 
questioning for the formulation of problems and their resolution.6 
That is, the teaching methods and the way of evaluating knowledge 
lead students to perform rote and information retention exercises,7 
instead of the investment of cognitive resources to reason, under-
stand and master knowledge.

One of the teaching-learning methods applied in various areas 
of knowledge, specifically in population segments of upper second-
ary and higher education is Problem Based Learning (PBL), which 
is defined as the knowledge acquisition strategy that impacts the 
development of significant skills, aptitudes and attitudes.8-12 The 
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methodological forms of PBL include the integration of a small 
group of students who, with the facilitation of a tutor, will analyze 
and solve a problem selected or specially designed to achieve cer-
tain learning objectives.9,10

Although a good memory of the facts, the definitions and even 
the formulas is enough to be successful in basic-level subjects, in-
cluding mathematics, the problems offered in textbooks encourage 
students to repeat the pattern of responses guided by memory or in 
the worst case by the obvious; That is why, the ABP brings together 
methodological tools capable of facilitating the acquisition of the 
objectives proposed for academic training.9,12

The PBL is a constructivist approach12 based on the analysis, 
solution and discussion of some problems, thanks to the fact that 
its structure and the problem-solving process are always open;8,10,11 

therefore, it encourages conscious learning and systematic group 
work in a collaborative learning experience.13 The main objective 
is the comprehensive development of the student, combining the 
acquisition of their own knowledge as well as involving skills, at-
titudes and values. This paradigm integrates theory and practice, 
and applies the knowledge and skills that are developed in its ex-
ecution.13

Some authors12,13,15-18 they consider the APB as a fundamental 
piece for the mathematics teaching-learning process since they 
point out that instruction in mathematical problem solving is a fun-
damental axis in the development of mathematical knowledge at 
any level, including primary education. All those who use mathe-
matics will have to solve some type of problem at a certain point; 
therefore, the development of problem solving should be part of the 
school curriculum. There is little evidence of the application of PBL 
in the teaching of mathematics in basic education at the primary 
level.

Martínez and collaborators19 and Díaz and Bermejo20 formulat-
ed a couple of studies in which the problem situations are inscribed 
based on a mathematical nature in different contexts.

The results in general showed that initially the students solved 
the problems mechanically using known algorithms; Later, in the 
course of the didactic experience, the students improved their atti-
tude and performance, in addition to the fact that in the final evalu-
ation the students approached the task with a much greater degree 
of flexibility of reasoning and interest. In the same way, it was found 
that the evolutionary trend frames the performance of the students, 
since the behavior of the participants improves significantly as the 
academic degree progresses. It was also found that there is a suc-
cession of abstraction from the concrete to the abstract, and that 
an influencing factor is the verbal aspect, being less favorable for 
students from a rural context. Finally, it was confirmed that the un-
known significantly affected the mathematical behavior, since it is 
easier to solve with the final unknown than the initial one.

Based on what has already been argued, the objective of this 
study was to describe the influence of a psychopedagogical inter-
vention derived from Problem Based Learning within the use and 

application of arithmetic in everyday situations in sixth-grade pri-
mary school students.

Material and Methods

A mixed type study (quantitative-qualitative) was carried out, 
due to the form of data collection and analysis; quasi-experimental 
due to the design used (pre-test/post-test); descriptive and trans-
versal due to its epistemological order of knowledge and the time 
elapsed within the planned intervention.

Participants

A convenience sampling was used in which 61 students en-
rolled in the sixth grade of primary education participated (N=30 
women; N=31 men), with an average age of 11.0 years. In good gen-
eral health, and without any extra requirement for inclusion in the 
study.

Material

A workbook constructed for psychopedagogical intervention 
based on the PBL methodology was used. Its content was made up 
of:

a) Presentation and welcome, a section that had the purpose of 
familiarizing the student with the intervention

b) Set of arithmetic operations accompanied by the conceptu-
al definition of each one (eight additions, eight subtractions, 
eight multiplications and eight divisions)

c) Conceptualization of a problem, that is, what are its elements 
and some examples

d) Eight problems grouped by initial or final unknown (two of 
each arithmetic operation)

e) Two logical reasoning exercises

f) An exercise to generalize the use of arithmetic knowledge in 
everyday activities

Instrument
A paper and pencil-type instrument with an open structure was 

constructed, comprising a student identification section and a to-
tal of eight items. The first five questions were focused on posing 
contextualized arithmetic problems, which were taken from the 
study by Martínez and collaborators (2009), adapting some lin-
guistic terms to the sociocultural context of the students. On the 
other hand, the position of the unknown within the problem was 
modified, retaking the initial and final unknown parameters used 
by Díaz and Bermejo (2010). The remaining questions were about 
the perception and evaluation that the students had as an experien-
tial experience of the intervention.

Procedure
The study consisted of nine sessions, divided into an initial eval-

uation session, seven psychopedagogical intervention sessions and 
a final evaluation session. The evaluation sessions lasted approxi-
mately one hour, while the intervention sessions lasted an hour and 
a half, being carried out with 90% attendance by the students.
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The initial evaluation was carried out in the first session, carry-
ing out the application of the investigative instrument on contextu-
alized arithmetic problems.

The intervention comprised seven sessions, held once a week, 
in which the following activities were addressed respectively: 

a. The first activity consisted of addressing the concepts: a) 
mathematics, b) arithmetic, c) arithmetic operation, d) addi-
tion, e) subtraction, f) multiplication, and g) division through 
15 operations exercises. Using the number line as the main 
source of support. 

b. In the second activity, there was a general review of arithme-
tic principles and abstract thinking, as well as some associa-
tion exercises on the use of mathematics in the students' daily 
lives.

c. The third activity was carried out in teams of five members; 
The objective of the activity was to develop both individual 
and group skills in problem solving, developing and exercis-
ing information analysis and creative thinking, from the pre-
sentation of a contextualized problem in the desert, where 
students had to give a practical use of a series of objects with 
which the character in the story had so that he could survive 
until he was rescued.

d. The fourth activity consisted in individual and group work, 
with the aim of developing problem-solving skills based on 
information analysis, creative thinking, and experimentation; 
that is, four contextualized arithmetic problems were pro-
posed, which were put into practice with material so that the 
students could solve them in a concrete way.

e. The fifth activity involved individual, team and group work, 
with the aim of developing problem-solving skills based on 
information analysis, creative thinking, and dialogue. Two 
contextualized arithmetic problems and a logical reasoning 
exercise were proposed, which were solved individually, once 
the students were finished, they met in teams to compare 
their answers and a space for dialogue was opened between 
the teams to discuss which the results were and how they 
were reached. 

f. In the sixth activity, we worked again at the individual, team 
and group level, with the aim of developing problem-solving 
skills based on information analysis, creative thinking, dia-
logue and consensus. Two contextualized arithmetic prob-
lems were proposed, a logical reasoning exercise and a gen-
eralization exercise, which at the choice of each student could 
be solved individually, in teams and / or using some material 
(concrete or abstract). After solving each problem, a space for 
exchanging ideas was held about what the results were and 
how they were reached.

g. The seventh activity consisted of closing the intervention 
through orderly participation and the exchange of ideas 
about the importance and significance of solving problems 

from the arithmetic and logical point of view in a familiar and 
daily context to the life of each student. 

In the ninth session, the final evaluation was applied with the 
proposed instrument, gathering information on how to solve con-
textualized arithmetic problems. 

Results

The sociodemographic data of the participants show that the 
mean age is 11.0 years, likewise the distribution by sex was 31 men 
and 30 women. Likewise, it was found that 75% of the participants 
reside in the same neighborhood where the school is located, 24% 
live in neighboring neighborhoods and only 1% live in an area far 
from the school. n the analysis of the responses for each problem 
per student, a frequency distribution was made, which as seen in 
Figure 1 and 2 shows the performance of the students at the time of 
solving each contextualized arithmetic problem in the initial evalu-
ation (pre-test) and final (post-test) respectively.

Figure 1 shows the performance of the students before the 
five problems proposed in the initial evaluation, the second being 
the most solved correctly by 25 students, and the third problem in 
which only two students solved correctly.

In Figure 2, under the use of the same instrument, the perfor-
mance of the students is observed in the face of the five problems 
proposed in the final evaluation, the third problem being the one 
that collected the least number of correct answers from the stu-
dents. While the first and fifth problems were answered correctly 
by a total of 40 students.

For the analysis between the pre-test and post-test conditions 
per problem (Figure 3), a one-way Analysis of Variance was per-
formed where no statistically significant differences were observed 
(F(4,4)=5.215, *p=<.05). As the performance lines between the 
initial and final evaluation conditions are appreciated, a statistical 
significance is not achieved given the impoverishment of correct re-
sponses to the third problem.

In the comparison analysis between the pre-test and post-test 
conditions (Figure 4), a one-factor Analysis of Variance was applied 

 3

Figure 1: Correct answers per problem in the initial evaluation phase (pre-
test).
Source: prepared with study data.
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in which it was observed that the performance between the pre-
test and post-test conditions did not reach a statistically significant 
level (F(1,4)= 30.880, **p= < .01), since, as can be seen, despite the 
considerable increase in the average of correct answers, it does not 
exceed the level of chance.

In the final part of the instrument, three open questions were 
applied in which the students had to answer aspects of their experi-
ence and perception of the intervention carried out. The responses 
were analyzed based on semantics and frequency of appearance.

In the first question where they were asked about their prior 
knowledge before the intervention, 39 % (N=24) of students stat-
ed that they knew in advance the basic arithmetic operations (e.g. 
Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division). Similarly, 10% of 
the students reported knowing the arithmetic problems (e.g. They 
always have a question; you must answer them with an operation).

Faced with the following question about the knowledge ac-
quired during the intervention, the students' responses were ba-
sically grouped into three axes. In the first, some cognitive process 
was explicitly reported (e.g. I learned to solve problems, I learned 
more, I understood the context, reflect on the problem, reflect on the 
answer, better understand arithmetic operations, understand what 
I read), alluding to the self-referential ability that students have 
in learning moments (N=18). The second response axis made up 
of 12 cases, the students answered about problem solving (e.g. 
solve problems in an easier way; that all problems have information, 
data and a result is expected; solve problems all the time not only at 
school). In the third axis the students (N=10) stated that they ac-
quired knowledge about arithmetic operations (e.g. Multiply and 
divide; use arithmetic operations elsewhere; I got better doing addi-
tion, subtraction, multiplication and division).

Finally, in the third question, the generalization of contextual-
ized problem solving was investigated, where with 49 cases (80%) 
the students reported that the content addressed in the interven-
tion would be useful in activities of their daily life (e.g. When I buy, 
when I have to pay, when I get on the truck, because the mathematics 
is the games, in the music, when playing an instrument, to save mon-
ey). 

Although the discursive results described here are not directly 
related to the resolution of the contextualized arithmetic problems 
proposed in the instrument used in the initial and final evaluation, 
they do contribute to obtaining an overview between the moments 
prior to the test, during the intervention and on the use of devel-
oped skills.

Discussion

Mathematical ability consists of the acquisition of the skills to 
apply with precision and rigor the knowledge and mathematical 
reasoning in the description of reality and in solving problems in 
everyday life;4 however, in order to achieve this, basic skills must 
be developed such as counting, handling large and precise num-
bers, mental numerical representation and the geometric notion.2,3 
Arithmetic is an area of mathematics classified as one of the most 
basic, based on four axioms that are: addition, subtraction, multipli-
cation and division; In order to access the method of use of arithme-
tic knowledge, the problems to be solved were raised19,20 where the 
results showed the differences between the pre-test and post-test 
conditions.

As shown in Figure 1, the performance levels that the students 
had as a problem are poor, that is, the correct way of solving was 
very poor, which indicates that the students solved the problems 
mechanically using the known algorithms, without previously an-
alyze the context.19-22

 4

Figure 4: Comparison of responses between the initial and final evalua-
tion phases
Source: prepared with study data.

Figure 2: Correct answers per problem in the final evaluation phase (post-
test).
Source: prepared with study data.

Figure 3: Comparison of responses between the initial (pre-test) and final 
(post-test) evaluation phases for each problem.
Source: prepared with study data.
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Based on the above, an aspect that was observed among the stu-
dents, and that explains the impoverished performance that they 
obtained in the initial evaluation, is a function of school practices 
that have already been normalized, such as repeating response 
patterns guided by the memory9 applying any arithmetic operation 
that they consider convenient or that they know best.

For its part, despite not having the numerical parameters to 
accept a statistically significant difference in performance between 
the conditions, what is observed (see Figure 3) is that there is a 
pattern of improvement in the resolution task, which is consistent 
with the data reported by Martínez and collaborators.19 

The differences in the levels of execution by problem and be-
tween phases, offer a reading that, although statistical significance 
was not achieved, which would contribute to the evidence on a con-
solidation of the style of thought23 and the structuring and incorpo-
ration of the principles of the PBL, if a point was reached where the 
student was able to improve their performance in solving problems 
and self-reflection expressed through their discourse on the infor-
mation addressed in the intervention.

The PBL, as already mentioned, is a pedagogical tool used main-
ly in the population segments of upper secondary education on-
wards,9-14,16-18 however, given the results obtained, one can have a 
certainty that basic level students, specifically sixth grade students, 
can acquire and develop certain cognitive skills, aptitudes and at-
titudes towards knowledge of arithmetic problem solving through 
PBL.

The PBL when formulated from a constructivist approach, 
seeks that the student can create a relationship with the object,12,13 
therefore, in the proposed intervention strategy, half of the prob-
lems were taken to experimentation12,13 and approached from con-
crete thinking tools,5,8 this represents an aspect that could generate 
differentiation in the resolution of contextualized problems before 
and after the intervention and an explanation is found in which 
students can give a better response to a problem raised when its 
contextualization is established (object of study of the present in-
vestigation) and from its location, situation and material used.24 

Also, it was observed that students implement the elements of 
the ABP such as analysis, solution and small group discussion of 
some problems10,11 were able to identify very specific daily life ac-
tivities that explicitly reported verbally that the knowledge learned 
would serve them in such situations.

Although the main objective of the PBL is the integral develop-
ment of the student, that is, to combine the acquisition of knowl-
edge with skills, attitudes and values13 faced with the contents of 
the intervention and the perception of the students' own learning, 
it is shown that while working on a set of skills, it is also done from 
the transformative point of view in the subject of mathematics,12-18 

because students discursively and attitude at the beginning of the 
intervention showed resistance and little interest to the content, to 
the closure of nine sessions not only showed learning about solving 
arithmetic problems contextualized but were interested to observe 

what activities daily used this knowledge, data that is consistent 
with the results obtained by Martínez and collaborators.19

The Problem-Based Learning methodology is primarily about 
an integrative, activity-based approach that encourages reflection, 
complex thinking, cooperation, and decision-making;9-12,20 there-
fore, the importance of its application in the basic levels of educa-
tion falls first in the training and learning styles, study plans and 
programs and in the stages of cognitive development.

The findings of the study point to being able to obtain empiri-
cal evidence on the relevance of the use of PBL in students of basic 
primary education. In accordance with the literature12-18 the feasi-
bility of incorporating PBL in the teaching-learning process of the 
mathematics subject is supported. Likewise, the results of both the 
performance in solving contextualized arithmetic problems and 
in the discursive reports obtained by the students are similar to 
those reported by Martínez and collaborators,19 however they were 
achieved in less time. 

For its part, the way of solving contextualized arithmetic prob-
lems with initial unknowns was poorly resolved when the unknown 
was placed at the end, which provides a new problem that could be 
addressed in subsequent studies.

Some of the limitations of the study were a function of the num-
ber of students who participated in the intervention, since the par-
ticipation and availability of the total population of the sixth grade 
of primary school was not counted on. 

Therefore, it is concluded that a first approach to the phenom-
enon of contextualized arithmetic problem solving was achieved 
through PBL in sixth grade primary school students; Likewise, an 
intervention was proposed based on the principles of PBL and the 
resolution of arithmetic problems in combination with a relevant 
temporality of application within the natural educational scenario. 
Although there were no statistically significant differences, the per-
formances between the phases before and after the intervention, 
adding the verbal responses by the students indicate a change in 
the construction of knowledge in the resolution of contextualized 
problems.
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